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utomated content moderation has become essential for large platforms to manage an
ever-growing volume of content. But the available tools are far from perfect. Their performance is
highly dependent on a set of tradeoffs made by the platforms at different stages of design and
deployment. An understanding of these tradeoffs is necessary to inform and advance the policy
debates on ensuring online safety while helping to preserve free expression and fairness in content
moderation.

This white paper aims to provide an accessible primer on the predictive models used for automated
content moderation, known as classifiers. This paper describes the lifecycle of a classifier as it plays
out within large and highly-resourced platforms, and explains the tradeoffs made at each stage of
classifier development and deployment. It also provides an overview of current technologies for
classifying different content types and the problems inherent in deploying such systems in the real
world.

Overview of Automated Content Moderation

Due to the ever-increasing volume of content on social media platforms, automation is an unavoidable
component of content governance for any large platform attempting to enforce rules against violent
threats, hate speech, bullying, and other forms of harmful content. Automated content moderation
allows companies to better detect, review, and remove content that violates local laws or the
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platformsʼ code of conduct at scale. This paper will refer to the combination of local laws and code of
conduct rules that platforms choose to enforce as “platform policies.”

Companies primarily use two automated techniques for content moderation: matching models and
predictive models. A matching algorithm checks if a piece of content is identical to or is similar to
another text, photo, video, or other digital file. This kind of matching is most useful in contexts where
databases of known harmful content exist, as is the case for child sexual abuse material (CSAM) and
terrorist propaganda, and also for identifying copyrighted content (Nadeem et al., 2019; Pereira et al.,
2020). Because matching algorithms can only match against content previously identified as
policy-violating and cannot detect when content is permissible in new contexts, their use is more
limited (Engstrom & Feamster, 2017). Because of their limitations, matching algorithms are narrow in
their utility and will not be discussed at length in this paper.

In contrast to matching algorithms, predictive algorithms predict the likelihood that a
previously-unseen piece of content violates a policy. This process of prediction is referred to as
“classification.” The following sections will discuss the building and deploying of such a classification
system for a few different types of media and the problems inherent in utilizing classification results in
a production system.

Building and Deploying a Classification System

The lifecycle of a classifier can be broken down into four key phases, each of which will be discussed in
more detail below. The first step is data gathering, which entails collecting the right data for a specific
task and preparing it for use. The second step is training or teaching a classifier to make predictions
using the prepared data. The third is evaluation or testing how good the classifier is at making the right
predictions. The final step is deploying the classifier in the real world. These steps are not strictly
linear, however. As will be discussed in detail below, this is an iterative process where classifiers may
be trained, tested, and re-trained, where necessary. (See Suresh & Guttag, 2021 for a slight variant of
these steps).

Data Gathering: Getting the Right Data and Preparing it for Use

A classifierʼs main function is to predict whether a given piece of content fits into a “class.” For
example, a simple image classifier could be created to try to determine whether an image has people
in it. Here, the “class” would either be “has people” or “does not have people.” Classification processes
used for content moderation on social media are more complex, o�en using multiple classifiers to
predict  whether a piece of content will fit into numerous difficult-to-define classes, e.g., “contains
hateful conduct,” “contains explicit sexual content,” or “promotes terrorism.”

Classifiers make predictions based on large sets of examples they have been given, which are
collectively referred to as “training data” (Suresh & Guttag, 2021). In order for a classifier to predict, for
example, whether an image posted to social media contains a handgun, it would need to be provided
with a dataset of many examples of images that either do or do not contain a handgun so that it can
“learn” the patterns in the data.
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When dealing with ambiguous content, assembling a training dataset is o�en a complex problem in its
own right. For example, a classifier trained to predict whether an image contains explicit sexual
content would need to be given a dataset of many examples of images that either do or do not contain
explicit sexual content. In order for this dataset to be created, “explicit sexual content” must first be
defined by the people building the classifier, a task made difficult by the myriad ways of defining
“explicitness.” We can contrast this task with the task above: in the example of the handgun image
classifier, the classifierʼs prediction is either correct or incorrect, as there is an objectively correct
answer to the question of whether there is or is not a handgun in the image. However, in the case of
explicit sexual content, the answer may be a question of judgment, as many people would disagree
about what makes an image “explicit.” In these cases, the classifier is best understood not as
predicting an abstractly correct answer but rather as predicting whether the content is considered
explicit under the standards of the people or platform developing the classifier. Even then, there are
likely to be cases in which reasonable minds might differ about whether that standard is met. In those
cases, the classifier is effectively attempting to predict the majority opinion (Gordon et al., 2021).

For better or for worse, many of the content moderation tasks on social media fall into this latter type,
where classifiers are tasked with classifying content into categories that must be subjectively defined.
In these cases, the classifiers are, by definition, trained on examples that reflect the opinions of the
people who create the training dataset, who may or may not be representative of the public or even of
the people using the platform. If the people assembling the training set have a particular bias, the
classifier likely will too (He & Garcia, 2009, Axelrod, 2021). For example, if a classifier is only given
examples of hate speech against a certain ethnic group, it may not learn that hate speech even can be
directed against other groups. Problems like this with training sets can lead classifiers to
disproportionately flag — or fail to flag — language used by or against particular groups. Similarly, if
the dataset was created far enough in the past, opinions might have shi�ed about what types of
terminology, imagery, or other content are acceptable. In an attempt to correct bias, data scientists
develop “synthetic” data, which intentionally includes examples that might not be represented in a
random sampling (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018; Northcutt et al., 2021; Reventlow, 2021; Taori et al.,
2020). In sum, the ways that training datasets are created is critically important to how a classifier
performs in practice.

These data-gathering processes can differ significantly across different companies. While large social
media companies typically have access to enormous amounts of data or have the resources to gather
data, smaller companies may have a much more difficult time developing reliable models in-house.
For this reason, smaller companies may forego use of such services or spend resources contracting
with other companies to provide content moderation services. There are a number of companies in
the social media space that provide algorithmic content moderation as a service in this way. Of course,
a social media company that relies on such outside vendors is vulnerable to any biases or other
shortcomings of the vendorʼs tools.

Training: Teaching a Classifier to Make Predictions

There are many different underlying algorithms used to build predictive classifiers. In simpler
applications, one might hear names like “decision tree,” random forest,” or “support-vector machine,”
while in more complex applications terms like “neural network” are o�en used, including in forms like
“convolutional neural network” (Albawi, Mohammad, & Al-Zawi, 2017). These are only a few examples
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among many different algorithms, and each has strengths and weaknesses. In developing and testing
a classifier for a particular context, engineering teams will o�en try a number of different models to
see which gets the best results for that context, tuning various parameters of each. This paper is not
intended to provide an in-depth discussion of any specific algorithm. However, it is worth noting that
for use in a production context, these types of algorithms o�en require very large training datasets
(Gorwa, Binns, & Katzenbach 2020). The number of data points used will vary across contexts, but
some datasets will contain many millions of examples.

Evaluation and Testing: How Good is the Classifier at Making the Right
Predictions?

In order to determine how well a given classifier does its job, the output of the classifier is compared to
answers produced by a human, and accuracy metrics are computed accordingly. This process is called
“testing,” and the set of known data previously reviewed and assessed by a person is called the “test
set.” (Zhang et al., 2020).

This testing process allows content moderation teams to assess the errors of a given classification
system. Classification errors can generally be categorized as “false positives” or “false negatives.” For a
classification system that triggers removal of online images, false positives would lead to overblocking
(removing images that do not violate platform policies). False negatives would lead to underblocking
(leaving up images that do violate platform policies). Many of the hard judgment calls in automated
content moderation boil down to tolerating false positives or negatives in the enforcement of
particular policies.

“Accuracy” is a commonly used metric to assess models. Accuracy is the proportion of correct results a
model produces ⸺ that is, out of all predictions made by a model, how many of them correctly
predicted to which “class” the data belongs. However, accuracy is o�en not a good measure for
content moderation situations where the ratio of “bad” content to “good” content is very low, such as
with terrorist propaganda. Since terrorist propaganda is very rare on major platforms, a classifier could
correctly classify 99% of all content on a platform and still incorrectly classify all of the terrorist
propaganda. In such a situation, the accuracy metric will suggest that the model is effective even when
it is not. Under these circumstances, a model should be assessed using more tailored measures of
precision and recall.

Precision and recall are two closely related metrics for determining the quality of a classifier (Walber,
2014). In order to understand them, consider a hypothetical dataset that has 1000 pieces of content, of
which 100 contain terrorist propaganda and 900 do not, and a classifier that predicts which group each
image falls into. Recall would answer the question, “out of all of the pieces of content that did contain
propaganda, how many did the classifier correctly flag?” Precision would answer the question, “out of
all the pieces of content that the classifier flagged as containing propaganda, how many actually did?”
A classifier with high recall could be counted on to catch a high percentage of the content that
contained propaganda, but it might incorrectly flag a lot of other content that did not actually contain
propaganda. A classifier with very high precision, on the other hand, would be very likely to be correct
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when it predicted a particular piece of content contained propaganda, but it might miss a lot of
propaganda images (Powers, 2011).

A perfect classification model would have precision = recall = 100%, but this is generally impossible to
achieve in the real world. All classifiers have a tradeoff between precision and recall. Recall can be
increased to 100% (e.g., by labeling every single piece of content on a platform, no matter how benign,
as containing terrorist propaganda) but that would come at the cost of a terribly low precision (i.e.,
mislabeling a lot of benign content as propaganda). In content moderation, if a platform chooses to
optimize for precision over recall, content that is removed is more likely to be correctly removed, but
content that should have been removed may be missed, and vice versa. Ultimately, each company
must make decisions in the model creation process that will prioritize either precision or recall.

For the above reasons, it is crucial to take care in interpreting published claims about the accuracy of a
companyʼs classification systems. There are many different metrics that can be presented, even
beyond those discussed above, and each is only one piece of the broader picture (Saito & Rehmsmeier,
2015). For example, Facebookʼs “prevalence” metric (Meta, 2019) and YouTubeʼs “violative view rate”
metric (Google Transparency Report, n.d.) both attempt to quantify the overall presence and reach of
prohibited content on the platforms. These metrics effectively focus on false negatives and
under-removal, but do not provide information about the closely related issue of false positives and
over-removal.

Even a classifier that scores well on many different statistics may be hiding latent underlying
problems. For example, as discussed above, when a classifier is trained to classify content into
subjective categories, it is o�en relying on the majority opinion of different reviewers who labeled the
dataset. Such a classifier could become extremely good at predicting the majority opinion, but if the
majority is only 51% of a population, we cannot say that the classifier is objectively good at correctly
labeling the content because there is so much disagreement about what the correct label is; taking a
slightly different set of reviewers could easily flip the majority opinion. Therefore, a reliable report of
the strengths and weaknesses of a classification system can rarely be created through a single metric
or by examining an individual classifier.

Deploying a Classification System: How Does the Classifier Perform in the
Real World?

In order to deploy a classifier in a real-world setting, companies must not only assess whether the
classifier is sufficiently accurate and reliable but also how to translate the output of the classifier into
real-world action. The output of many classifiers is a probability or a level of confidence; for example, a
classifier could determine that it is 60% confident that a given image contains sexually explicit
content. In a content moderation context, a company sets a threshold for what level of confidence is
required before removing or taking other action on a piece of content. Different thresholds might also
correspond to different actions: at one threshold, the system could remove content altogether, while
at another it might route the content for human review, or take another enforcement action such as
geoblocking or downranking.

These thresholds are determined based on a companyʼs tolerance for over-blocking and
under-blocking. The thresholds may vary across different types of harmful content and situations. A
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company may set a threshold for removal at 60% confidence for nudity, but at 90% confidence for hate
speech, out of concern that the hate speech classifier might over-block by misclassifying a
counterspeech or political speech as hate speech. In a different situation, for example, an ethnic
conflict, a company might choose to set a lower threshold for hate speech, risking over-blocking, in
order to avoid missing hateful content that may stoke more ethnic violence. Through these decisions,
a company balances its at-times competing goals of removing harmful content and protecting
harmless content. A visual representation of this tradeoff from retired Princeton professor and former
FTC Chief Technologist Ed Felten is below.

Slide from National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Workshop, Section 230 Protections: Can Legal Revisions
or Novel Technologies Limit Online Misinformation and Abuse?, Ed Felten, full presentation at https://vimeo.com/academies

Because the robustness of machine learning models is a constant concern, classifiers are o�en
continuously trained and tested against new datasets (Hamon et al., 2020; Steinhardt & Toner, 2020).
Robustness is the measure of how well a classifier performs against new real-world tasks — the “test
set” above — that vary from the training set. Robustness is an important metric because classifiers
may be overly optimized for the data that they are trained on. Meanwhile, the problem space of
abusive behavior on social media is dynamic and constantly evolving. For example, people may start
to replace a few letters in a slur with special characters or use emojis to express hate or disgust against
a protected community, a phenomenon not included in a classifierʼs training data. As a result, the
automation may be unable to identify such content as hate speech.

Researchers and policymakers have suggested regular audits as a means to monitor the ongoing
performance of automated content moderation systems. The topic of how to perform effective
algorithm audits is currently very active in machine learning research, but one clear consensus is that
the more access auditors have to real data from the underlying processes, the more effective the audit
will be (Persily, 2021). Attempting to audit a major platformʼs content moderation algorithms without
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access to internal data, including copies of content that has been removed from the platform, would
be unlikely to yield complete results. This challenge has led many researchers and policymakers to call
for internal datasets from various companies to be made available to external auditors so that truly
rigorous audits can be performed.

Types of Classification Systems
Besides understanding the tradeoff decisions presented by precision and recall, when thinking about
classifiers it is helpful to understand the existing technical capabilities and inherent problems in
classifying different types of content. For example, identifying hate speech may require teaching a
model to learn to classify text; this requires understanding a specific language, such as English, and
distinguishing linguistic nuance. Different languages might require different textual classifiers. By
contrast, identifying graphic violence may require image classification. This requires recognition of
objects of interest, such as blood or wounds in relation to a background, such as an accident scene.
The combination of text and images can create an entirely different meaning, and raise additional
challenges to classification.

The technologies currently available for classifying different modes of content also vary. For example,
it is harder to parse audio and video in real-time than it is to interpret text. While increasingly complex
machine learning tools are being developed that can help predict complex content with more
accuracy, these more complex models also have their inherent limitations.

Text Classification

Generally, classification of text content employs a specific sub-field of machine learning specialized in
speech and language recognition. Much of this domain is commonly referred to as “natural language
processing.” Simple text classifiers may use counts of different words in a post or document as inputs,
ignoring order and grammar, to predict whether a sentence is offensive or not (Chen et al., 2012). More
complex approaches involve assessing a wordʼs position in relation to all the other words that usually
appear around it, thereby providing more contextual nuance (Mikolov et al., 2013, Schmidt & Wiegand,
2017). Approaches that only consider word counts, word order, and grammar, without attending to the
context in which they were written, can make significant mistakes. For example, a slur that is used as
hate speech in one situation may be counterspeech or part of important documentation of history in
another. Correctly determining the meaning of text at scale while considering contextual factors is a
challenge that all major social media companies now face. The user who posted a given piece of
content could be from anywhere in the world and could be speaking to a multitude of different
audiences about any number of topics, and hyper-specific factors such as inside jokes or personal
writing styles could significantly impact the meaning of the text.

Visual Media Classification

Detecting problematic images and videos relies on computer vision and audio recognition
technologies. There are many different computer vision tools. Some require more time and memory
for processing, but are better at solving conceptually complex problems than others. Image
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classification is one of the simpler computer vision tasks and is most common in multimedia analysis.
Object detection is another type of computer vision task that goes beyond image classification by
localizing or isolating one or more objects within an image, and classifying those objects. The images
below, with labels generated by the Google Cloud Vision API, provide examples.

Labels: Google Cloud Vision API
Image: Civil rights protestors and National Guard in Memphis, Tennessee in 1968. Bettmman Collection/Getty Images,
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/revisiting-sanitation-workers-strike-180967512/

Labels: Google Cloud Vision API
Image: Protesters responding to the death of George Floyd in 2020, Sean Gallup/Getty Images,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/01/world/asia/george-floyd-protest-global.html
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Some computer vision applications can also draw conclusions about an object in relation to other
objects in an image or video, much as analogous text-analysis tools assess wordsʼ relationship to other
words on the page  (Batra, 2019). This provides additional context for content analysis. These various
computer vision tools combined can be used for detecting content such as nudity, illicit drugs, or
weapons in photos and videos.

Like text classifiers, these tools can be limited in their ability to consider context both within the
content itself as well as in broader socio-cultural context. For example, a classifier may successfully
identify that an image contains a firearm, but fail to recognize that the weapon appears in a military
drill parade, or that the image is being used to illustrate a news report. The automation may then
mistakenly classify the image as policy-violating.

Content moderation systems adopt a number of approaches to build more context-aware classifiers
for both text and media classification. First, advancement in natural language and computer vision
algorithms have gradually allowed for improved predictive abilities to detect context within particular
images or text files (Dansby et al., 2020). For example, a classifier might predict whether the acronym
BLM relates to the Black Live Matter movement or the U.S. Bureau of Land Management based on
other words within a text file.  In addition, classifiers can also take in external information such as
comments on a posted image, sequences of interactions with the content over time (e.g., number of
likes or shares), or static attributes (e.g., author of the content) in order to refine predictions about the
content itself. Instead of assessing content on its own, these classifiers attempt to take the evolving
context into account for classification decisions (Noorshams et al., 2020). For example, a hate speech
classifier may not be able to determine with high confidence whether a video is hateful, but the
classifier may refer to the evolving context of the video, such as the comments and reactions to the
video to be able to improve its confidence level. These approaches allow the models to assess more
nuanced content, albeit with limitations. Given that it is effectively impossible to consider all possible
contextual factors, both within the content as well as socio-cultural context relating to the content,
companies must decide which factors to focus on and must make tradeoffs between incorrectly
flagging benign content and failing to flag truly problematic content.

Multimodal Content Classification

Policy-violating content can also be multi-modal; that is, it can be a combination of text, images, and
other formats. Multimodal content is particularly challenging to classify because the different modes
cannot be considered fully separately. O�en the meaning of a particular piece of content is conveyed
through the combination of its parts. For example, it is very difficult for automated systems to classify
the meaning of image memes. While the visual and linguistic information contained in the meme may
appear neutral or funny when isolated from each other, they may contain a very different, potentially
policy-violating message when considered together (Dansby et al., 2020; Gomez et al., 2020; Sabat et
al., 2019).

In addition, different forms of real-time content that have emerged in recent years, such as live audio
or video, have proven challenging for algorithms to moderate. While audio recordings can be
algorithmically converted to natural language and analyzed in the same way as text, doing this in
real-time at scale across an entire platform at any level of sophistication would be very challenging.
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Similarly real-time video classification across an entire platform is not currently technically feasible
beyond very basic video analytics or in some cases matching to existing known content examples.

Conclusion
In todayʼs world, platforms enforce many of their content moderation policies by building classifiers to
detect potentially harmful content and trigger consequences such as removal. This paper describes
the four stages of this process: assembling a training dataset, training a classifier, evaluating its
performance, and translating the classifierʼs output into a real-world action. At each of these stages,
platforms make important discretionary decisions that reflect their values and priorities, from defining
what is or is not policy-violating through the data collected for training to establishing success metrics
for evaluating a classifierʼs performance. Because classifiers are inherently imperfect mechanisms for
evaluating content, many of these decisions are trade-offs between doing too much — and thereby
taking down or actioning non-violative content — and leaving harmful content on the platform. While
advances in technology will hopefully continue to lessen the severity of these tradeoffs, this
fundamental tension will continue to be present in any content moderation system with classifiers at
its core. Recognizing this key limitation — while also appreciating the necessity of classifiers for
moderation at scale — can help policy-makers understand the reality of content moderation systems
today: imperfect but powerful tools for identifying harmful content that ultimately reflect the values
and risk tolerance of their creators.
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